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 00:06

I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

 00:21

Our governments are flawed, but voting is something we ought to treat as if it were
sacred. It's one of the most important ways we determine the future of the nation we
belong to.

 00:34

When I feel tired on election day, or when it's raining, or when I've been running from
place to place since morning, even then, I know I've got to cast my ballot before I can
relax the passage of the 14th amendment in 1866, granted citizenship to anyone born or
naturalized in the United States. This included black men born into slavery. The 15th
amendment passed in 1869, stated that voting rights could not be quote, denied or
abridged by the United States or by any state on account of race, color, or previous
condition of servitude, and, quote,

 01:20

black men, now citizens with the power of the vote, helped elect black men to Congress
for the first time. For a brief period. It seemed that the work of healing America from the
evils and degradations of slavery was begun. And then, a massive campaign of
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misinformation, historical revision and terror was waged. America's Dark Age of white
supremacy was not over black citizens attempting to cast votes in southern states,
sometimes paid with their lives.

 02:00

In 1919, the Senate voted 56 to 25 to pass the 19th amendment granting women the right
to vote. That's just two votes over the required two thirds majority needed to move the
amendment to the states for ratification. One of the deciding votes was cast by
Republican Harry T. Byrne, of Tennessee, who changed his mind about women's suffrage,
in part because of a letter he received from his mother.

 02:33

In 1964, civil rights activists like the young john lewis risked their lives to help register black
voters and ensure their ballots could be cast. In 1965, the Voting Rights Act helped to
eradicate legal barriers to the black vote, like poll taxes and literacy tests. If a single vote
doesn't matter, if my vote doesn't matter, then why has so much effort been spent in
American history to deny people like me, African Americans and women the right to vote?

 03:14

Today's poem is one vote by Amy nezzie coma Dotto.

 03:20

After reading a letter from his mother, Harry t burn cast the deciding vote to ratify the
19th amendment of the US Constitution.

 03:32

My parents are from countries where mangoes grow wild and bold. An Eagles cry the sky
and arcs and dips. America loves this bird too, and made it clutch olives and arrows. Some
think if an eagle it falls, the mother will swoop down to catch it. It won't. The eagle must
fly on its own accord. By first testing the air slide over each pin feather. Even in a letter of
wind. A mother holds so much power after the pimping of the egg. After the branching an
eagle is on its own must make the choice on its own, no matter what it's been taught.
Some forget that pound for pound eagle feathers are stronger than an airplane wing. And
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even one letter, one vote can make the difference for every bright thing.

 04:41

The slowdown is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry
Foundation.

 04:49

This project is supported in part by the National Endowment for the Arts on the
web@arts.gov
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